
Musical Episodes from “Accounting for Taste: The Early American Music 
Business and Secularization in Music Aesthetics, 1720-1825”

The basic schema of my research follows contentious changes in musical 

styles in American between the 1720s and the 1820s.  There are five events 

described below that roughly cover this period: the ‘regular’ singing controversy 

of the 1720s; ripple effects from this in congregational singing later in the 

eighteenth century; the arrival of a large cohort of trained professional 

European musicians in the 1790s to fill new American theater orchestras and 

play an increasing number of organs in churches; the significance of the subtle 

but widespread confrontation between European sacred music and indigenously 

composed hymns in the American hinterland; and the development of urban 

musical societies that were the basis for symphonies and music academies later 

in the nineteenth century.  My study brings a larger contextual view to a 

consideration of popular music in the colonial period and the Early Republic.  

Utilizing the research of several generations of American musicologists, as well 

as recent historiographic perspectives, I have imposed a comprehensive frame of 

reference to conflicts that came to include music in this momentous century.  

This is a context that moves outside of musical considerations altogether.  At the 

same time, I propose that things musical have much more to teach us about 

early modern world views and society than has usually been imagined. For all 

the interest in cultural perspectives by historians, and especially the tension 

between vernacular and fine arts in recovering a period’s creativity, 

entertainment, and humor, music has been strangely disregarded, despite its 

omnipresence.  While musicologists’ historical contextualization has usually 

lacked complexity, cultural historians have generally ignored music and the 

invaluable technical and biographical work of musicologists. 



CHAPTER I

REFORM IN AMERICAN SACRED MUSIC 
BEFORE THE REVOLUTION

“Let me write the common ballads for any nation, and I will make their religion 
what I please.”                                                                 Voltaire (from Hubbard’s Essay on Music, 1808)

“But one Puritan amongst them, and he sings psalms to hornpipes.”
William Shakespeare, The Winter’s Tale

On an early August Sunday in 1779, while the Revolutionary War raged 

elsewhere on the American continent, conflict of a more communal nature was 

nervously being resolved in the first parish Congregational church of Worcester, 

Massachusetts.   As the minister read aloud the scripture to be used as text for the 

psalm about to be sung by the congregation, tension built.  For many years a 

majority of the congregation had agitated to change the singing style in worship 

services and had finally, earlier that month, carried a vote that firmly specified 

an end to the traditional Puritan practice of lining-out psalms by the aged 

Deacon Chamberlain.

This common way of singing had involved a recitation of the psalm to be 

sung by the minister beforehand.  Then, because of a lack of psalters or literacy 

or both, a deacon (or precentor) read or sang each line of the psalm tune before 

the congregation sang it.  The resulting choppiness in singing made psalm tunes 

easily last twenty minutes, or much more and, because of the frequent 

interruptions, contributed to wandering pitch and tempo.1  A few parishes had 
1  Cotton Mather,  Church Discipline; or  Methods and Customs in the Churches in New England  (Boston, 
1726)  “In some [churches], the assembly being furnished  with Psalm-books, they sing without the stop 
of reading between every  line.  But ordinarily the Psalm is read line after line, by him who the Pastor 
desires to do that service; and the people generally sing in such grave tunes, as are the most usual in the 
churches of our nation.”  Lining-out continued in the western backcountry well after 1800 and survived in 
many black Protestant parishes throughout the nineteenth century. This African-American variant, known 
simply as “Dr. Watts,” was partly facilitated by the African call and response singing tradition.  Gilbert Chase, 
America’s Music: From the Pilgrims to the Present, (New York-London: McGraw-Hill,1955), 249-251; For 
the African-American tradition, see Eileen Southern, The Music of Black Americans: A History, (New 
York/London: W.W. Norton & Co., 1971), 31, 159, 229, 235 and William T. Dargan, Lining Out the Word: 
Dr. Watts Hymn Singing in the Music of Black Americans (Berkeley/Los Angeles/London: University of 
California Press, 2006), 1-4.  



voted to stop lining-out as early as the 1690s, but many churches continued the 

practice throughout the eighteenth century.  Some parishes voted to split the 

singing between lined-out tunes and psalms sung through without interruption.  

The contrast must have been stark indeed.  In either case, the non-literate 

approach to psalmody emphasized textual meaning at the expense of musicality, 

and universal participation rather than specialization by skill, both hallmarks of 

the English Reformation.2      

The Worcester churchmen had been a bastion of resistance to this change.  

As early as 1726, parishioners had moved to switch to singing “by rule” 

(uninterrupted singing by reading the music in psalm books) but apparently the 

steadfast deacons ignored this initiative and simply continued lining out.  It was 

certainly a measure of the power they commanded, along with the stasis of 

tradition, that this continued into the 1770s.  By then, however, various 

motions were being passed in Worcester, as well as elsewhere in New England, 

allowing qualified choral conductors to lead an often younger section of the 

congregation who presumably had been attending a local singing school.  On 

Sunday, August 5, 1779, the town voted “that the singers sit in the front seats in 

the front gallery...and that said singers have said seats appropriated to said 

use...that said singers be requested to take said seats and carry on singing in 

public worship...that the mode of singing in the congregation here, be without 

reading the psalms, line by line, to be sung.”3  

On the following Sunday, elderly Deacon Chamberlain rose to intone the 

first line of the hymn, ignoring the motion passed by the town earlier that week.  

As the singers emphatically sang through the hymn in its entirety, the deacon 

2  Alan Buechner, Yankee Singing Schools and the Golden Age of Choral Music in New England, 1760-
1800,  (Boston: Boston University for The Dublin Seminar for New England Folklife, 2003),7,94.
3 William Lincoln, The History of Worcester Massachusetts,  (Worcester, Massachusetts, 1837), 177-9.



continued shouting out the lines until he was overwhelmed by the singing of the 

congregation.  He then grabbed his hat and left the church in tears, for which he 

was later censored.4   This shouting down of an older iconic singing style 

crystalizes not only the pivotal change in music aesthetics under way in the 

years before the outbreak of war, but also the intensity of personal and 

generational allegiances connected to religious music.  To understand what was 

at stake for either side in the controversy over popular sacred music in the 

1770s, we need to explore reforms in New England psalmody that took place 

earlier in the eighteenth century.  These modifications, initiated in the 1710s 

and 1720s, created the artistic ferment from which the New England composers 

of the period from 1770-1810 gained momentum for their own contributions.

******

Regular Singing Reform

As the variety of meters and number of melodies for adapting psalms 

withered in New England during the seventeenth century, and lining out 

became nearly universal, a small group of Boston clergymen began to advocate 

reform of church singing in the early 18th century.   Often good singers 

themselves, these inspired activists connected the decline in music quality to a 

larger deterioration in Christian values.  They felt that improving the quality of 

church singing would help resuscitate the fervor of worship.  They were also 

influenced by the London Independents, who had accepted learning to read 

music in the previous decade for much the same reasons.5  English psalmody had 

4 Deacon Chamberlain appears to have been re-admitted to his deacon’s seat in 1783.  Mss. First Church 
of Worcester Records, 1724-1920, box 1, folder 1; box 1, folder 2; AAS
5  Robert Stevenson, Protestant Church Music in America,  (New York: W.W.Norton, 1966), 21; Temperley 
The Music of the English Parish Church: 100-105 ‘Motives for Reform’, 141-151 ‘Reforming psalmody 
without and organ.’



undergone a similar rehabilitation around the turn of the eighteenth century 

that reached Boston through the extensive communication between New 

England and British ministers and literati.  Percolating in America in the second 

decade of the eighteenth century, the impetus for improvement by the 1720s led 

these concerned ministers to publish a series of independently written essays 

urging change.   The reformers referred to their improved efforts at reading 

music as “regular” singing, or singing by note, and called the traditional lining-

out method the common, usual, or old way.  

Cotton Mather was one of these Harvard-educated reformers.  He had 

noted in his diary periodically from 1716 to 1721 the need for improving singing 

in church.

September 24, 1716    The Psalmody in our Assembly must be 
better provided for...  
October 13, 1718  The Psalmody is but poorly carried on in my 
Flock, and in a Variety and Regularity inferior to some others; 
I would see about it...
March 1, 1721   Should not something be done towards the 
mending of the Singing in our Congregation?6

   
While precentor Samuel Sewall (whose faulty singing was also part of the 

problem) had simply noted the poor quality of singing, Mather, a minister ten 

years younger than Sewall, was intent on changing the way music was 

performed in church.  

The singing reform movement was led by the Rev. Thomas Symmes 

(1677-1725),  the Rev. Nathaniel Chauncey (1681-1758), the Rev. John Tufts 

(1689-1750), and the Rev. Thomas Walter (1696-1725), all significantly 

younger than Mather or Sewall, but the effort was supported by older church 

leaders, such as Mather.  In 1721, when Cotton Mather advocated reform in two 

6 Mather, Diary, Vol.2,373, 560, 606.
   



essays, he observed “in some of our congregations, that in length of time, their 

singing has degenerated into an odd noise, that has more of what we want a 

name for, than any Regular Singing in it.”  The Rev. Thomas Walter  claimed “I 

have observed in many places, one man is upon this note while another is upon 

the note before him, which produces something so hideous and disorderly as is 

beyond expression bad”.7    

The Boston reformers issued a series of publications to explain their 

position and to gain converts within congregations (see Appendix B).  Thomas 

Symmes’ Utile Dulci (1723), ‘the useful with the pleasant,’ is one of the most 

entertaining and informative of these tracts.  Written as a dramatic dialogue 

between a reforming minister and a country bumpkin,  it is also significant for 

its rare itemization of the reasons for opposing singing by notation.  These 

“rustick” objections were:

1.    It is a new way, an unknown tongue.
2.    It is not so melodious as the usual way.

          3.    There are so many tunes we shall never have done learning         
        them.

          4.    The practice creates disturbances and causes people to behave  
                    indecently and disorderly. [probably a reference to youthful 

        singing schools]
          5.    It is Quakerish and Popish and introductive of instrumental         

        music.
          6.    The names given to the notes are bawdy, yea blasphemous.
          7.    It is a needless way, since our fathers got to heaven without it.
          8.    It is a contrivance to get money.
          9.    People spend too much time learning it.  They tarry out nights
                    disorderly.
          10. They are a company of young upstarts that fall in with this 

        way, and some of them are lewd and loose persons.

Clearly, many members of rural congregations did not want to be bothered with 

7 Cotton Mather, The Accomplished Singer, Boston, 1721 “Intended  for the assistance of all that sing 
psalms with grace in their hearts: but more particularly to accompany the laudable endeavours of those 
who are learning to sing by Rule....”   For Thomas, see Nicolas Slominsky, Lexicon of Musical Invective, 
(Seattle and Washington: University of Washington Press, 1953, 1965). 



learning to read music, nor were they eager to depart from a deeply rooted 

tradition that they equated with Calvinist egalitarianism.  Cotton Mather noted 

with dismay as he pressed for singing reform that “[t]ho’ in the more polite City 

of Boston, this     

Design mett with a General Acceptance, in the Countrey, 
where they have more of the rustick, some Numbers of Elder 
and Angrey people, bore zealous Testimonies against these 
wicked Innovations, and this bringing in of Popery.  Their zeal 
transported some of them so far...that they would not only use 
the most opprobrious Terms, and call the Singing of these 
Christians, a worshipping of the Devil, but also they would 
run out of the Meeting-house at the Beginning of the Exercise.8

 
This distinction between urban and rural musicality was an early expression of 

what has become a long-standing American differentiation.  To be sure, it 

participated in earlier English cultural, political, and literary distinctions.  The 

contrast helped to define musical characteristics of taste and “correct” 

composition in America for the next century.  Significantly, reformers framed 

their corrections in terms of a return to a tradition of Puritan musical literacy, 

which undercut the critics’ claims that reformers were introducing something 

new; it positioned the ‘old way’ singers as the revisionists.  This valorization of 

authenticity became a recurring theme in later music reformations.

The singing controversy featured a generational divide that helped 

polarize the debate.  The questions posed in the catechistic question and answer 

format often used in the pro-regular singing publications reveal many of the 

subtle faultlines.  The trio of ministers who authored Cases of Conscience asked 

“[d]o you believe that ‘tis lawful...that the Aged in the Churches should in their 

Age submit to be turned out of their Old Way of Singing of Psalms to gratify the 

Younger Generation?” - to which they tactfully answered in the affirmative.   

8 Mather, Diary, Letter to Thomas Hollis, February, 1722-23, V.2, 693.



They also asked “[h]ow can that Possibly be a good way of Singing Psalms which 

a Considerable Number of Young People so readily comply with who,  in learning 

the PsalmTunes, are too light and airy and vain?” to which they could only 

reply “[i]t’s certainly a Good Way, notwithstanding.”  It appears, superficially, 

that the mutiny against Deacon Chamberlain in 1779 might just have easily 

taken place fifty years earlier.  The ministers asked whether “they who 

purposely sing a tune different from that which is appointed by the Pastor or 

Elder to be sung, are not guilty of acting disorderly....”   In response to this 

confrontation to their social and spiritual  authority, the ministers naturally 

condemned those who, when “Pastors and Elders... order one Tune to be sung, 

[yet] will purposely sing another : and wilfully...disturb the harmony of the 

Church....”   Ultimately, however, the clergy encouraged inclusion and open-

mindedness.  In the preface to Thomas Walter’s 1721 Grounds and Rules of Music 

Explained, fourteen ministers signed a note that claimed “we would encourage 

all, more particularly our Young People, to accomplish themselves with Skill to 

sing the songs of the Lord....”  The clergymen were taking a certain risk in so 

explicitly placing their faith in the youth of their congregations, and their 

attempts to limit this trust to the issue of music reform alone would soon 

disintegrate as the events of the Great Awakening unfolded in the next decade.  

However, in terms of securing changes in the practice of religious music, their 

concentration on altering the musical taste of the next generation succeeded in 

ways they had not envisioned.9    

The controversy over introducing music literacy into congregational 

singing was not insignificant, nor was it detached from other challenges to 

ministers’ authority during the 1720s and 1730s.  Invective ran high on both 

9 Thacher et al., An Essay: Cases of Conscience, 8, 17, 10, 19.



sides, even though most of what we know about the opposition to regular singing 

is derived from the ministers’ writings.  The clergy’s tracts could betray an 

arrogance that reflected, and contributed to, other confrontations between the 

ministers and their laity.  Thomas Symmes took particular delight in his Utili 

Dulci in abbreviating his reference to anti-regular singers as “A.R.S.’s”.   

Symmes employed a condescension throughout his contrived dialogue  with the 

country “rustick” that could not have failed to offend.  He compared the 

opposition’s dedication to tradition with “the miserable Hottentots...who think to 

adorn themselves with the Guts of Beasts, with all the Garbage in them; 

prefer[ing] these Guts to a Chain of Gold, because its what they’re used to....” 10   

This tone was not confined to Boston and Massachusetts.  In a 1727 singing 

lecture preached by Rev. Timothy Woodbridge in New London, Connecticut, he 

succinctly observed that the practice of regular singing “has been so Long Dead, 

as that with some it Stinketh....”11     

Since these sermons were delivered well into the 1770s and beyond, these 

insults undoubtedly reflected clerical exasperation with the slow pace of reform, 

but they also reveal an assumed hierarchical distance based in part on the 

ministers’ education.12  After the Revolution, intolerance of mechanics’ towards 

traditional hierarchies was made explicit by New England composer William 

Billings’s, as he commented on lining-out still being practiced, in his preface to 

10  “I’ve said to some of my Hearers, that if any of you A.R.S.’s would take the pains to acquaint yourselves 
with the Rules of Singing...” and “there are few of you A.R.S.’s that ever heard Singing in several parts of 
Musick: and some of you don’t know  the Difference  between Treble & Bass.” Thomas Symmes, Utili 
Dulci..., (Boston,1723) Evans, 2481, 17,18.
11 Woodbridge, The Duty of God’s Professing People, (Evans 2979),1.
12 Thomas Symmes dialogue is deeply infused with the expectation of automatic respect and its refusal.  
When his anti-regular singing neighbor questions whether it will do any good to have any discourse with 
the minister he responds “if those that should come to learn of me  and be instructed by me, come rather 
to dictate to me : and instead of...Entreating me as a Father... treat me with the last Scurrility, or at best, as 
if I were the Pupil, and they the Tutor ; I’ve just reason  to be angry...I should sin against God, and betray 
the Authority I’m vested with, and vilify my office, if I should tamely  suffer my self to be insulted....”  
Symmes, Utili Dulci,1723 (original emphasis), 9.



the tunebook The Continental Harmony in 1794 (see also Appendix F for the text of 

one of Billings’s widely criticized compositions about the joy of singing):

Whatever Mr. Clerk, or Mr. Deacon, or Mr. Any-body-else, who 
sustains the office of retailer [precentor] may think; I shall take 
the liberty to tell them, I think it a very gross affront upon the 
audience, for they still go upon the old supposition, viz. the 
congregation in general cannot read; therefore they practically 
say, we men of letters, and you ignorant creatures.13

 
While much of the authority of the American clergy in the early 

eighteenth century rested on fluency in ancient languages and scriptural 

exegesis, the spirituality of the laity depended more on their own intensive 

reading of the Bible.  New England Puritanism had a long seventeenth-century 

tradition of defiance and accommodation between the clergy and those classified 

as “horse-shed” Christians within their parishes.14      Just as conflict between the 

clergy and congregations could result from differences over style, salary, and 

perquisites (firewood, food, etc.), so too did confrontation develop from differences 

on points of religion based on Biblical interpretation.15   The controversy over 

music literacy had close parallels with other challenges to ministerial authority 

involving theological legitimacy that would assume larger proportions in the 

1730s and 1740s during the Great Awakening.  By then, itinerant evangelical 

13 Kroeger, ed. The Complete Works of Willing Billings, Vol. IV, ‘The Continental Harmony,” 21, ftnt. 22; 
original italics.
14  David D. Hall portrays horse-shed Christians as the stubbornly non-elect who used the occasion of 
Sabbath lectures to socialize in the horse barn and refused to internalize sermons.  Hall, Worlds of 
Wonder,11-15.
15 For example, between editions of his music-reforming  A Very Plain and Easy Introduction to the Singing 
of Psalm Tunes , Tufts published a pamphlet in 1725 entitled Anti-ministerial objections considered, or 
The unreasonable pleas made by some against their duty to their ministers, with respect to their 
maintenance answered.  Evans Early American Imprints, 1st series, no. 2713.  Rev. Valentine Wightman, 
another regular singing tract-writer, later published a sermon responding to an attack on the maintenance 
of clergy: Some brief remarks on a book, called, tho' unjustly, An impartial account of a debate at Lyme in 
the colony of Connecticut, on the following heads. Viz. I. On the subject of baptism. II. The mode of 
baptizing. And, III. On the maintenance of Gospel Ministers. Written by John Bulkly held on the seventh of 
June, 1727,    especially pp.24-41 where he answers the question “Whether Ministers of the Gospel 
ought to be maintained in the least, by goods taken away by Force from Men of contrary Persuasions?”  
Evans Early American Imprints, 1st series, no. 40013,  underscore added.



preachers, who lacked college education, challenged the legitimacy of established  

ministers with divinity degrees, advancing a widespread questioning of the 

ministers’ conversion experiences by their own parishes.16   

However, even earlier, in the first two decades of the eighteenth century, 

New England Congregational clergy were struggling with change and reform.  

Internally, clerics and their parishes were becoming less isolated, idiosyncratic 

versions of Puritan orthodoxy, anomalies reflected in their improvised treatment 

of psalmody.  Facing intrusions of deism and Arminianism that accompanied the 

increasing pace of mercantile trade, as well as accelerated immigration, the 

ministers were becoming more dependent on consensus and consociation between 

congregations.  They perceived that their stature would be better preserved 

through cooperation, and the drive for regular singing was a consequence of that 

need for unity in reform.  

Externally, the congregationalists were also confronted with a sharply 

resurgent Church of England. This extension of the English state church was 

aided by the consolidation of imperial power after the 1689 English Revolution 

and the great coffers of the Society for Propagating the Gospel (SPG).  As the 

Anglican church expanded parishes in New England, building opulent Georgian 

churches, and incorporating bell-towers, fine interior decoration, and 

instrumental music with choral singing, they attracted lay adherents, and even 

some ministers, away from the congregational churches.17   Indeed, Rev. Thomas 

Walter, nephew of Cotton Mather, a leading reform minister and author of the 

most successful American instructional book for singing reform, dabbled with 
16 Timothy D. Hall, Contested Boundaries: Itineracy and the Reshaping of the Colonial American Religious 
World,  (Durham & London: Duke University Press, 1994), 7-10, 42-44;  William G. McLoughlin, Revivals, 
Awakenings, and Reform, (Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press, 1978), 60-80.
17 Patricia Bonomi, Under the Cope of Heaven: Religion, Society, and Politics in Colonial America, (New 
York & Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1986), 61-72; Jon Butler, Awash in a Sea of Faith: Christianizing 
the American People, (Cambridge & London: Harvard University Press, 1990), 98-128.



conversion to Anglicanism while at Harvard before his graduation in 1713.  

Music was intimately connected with this encroachment.18   In 1713 America’s 

first organ was given by a Boston merchant to the Brattle Street Church in 

Boston, which refused it on religious grounds.   It was then delivered to King’s 

Chapel, Boston’s first Anglican church, where it naturally transformed the 

congregation’s sacred music performances.19    In a 1724 letter to a member of the 

SPG, Cotton Mather blended disgust with anti-regular singers with fears of the 

inroads made by the Church of England:

Very Lately, a Little Crue at a Town Ten miles from the city
of  Boston, were so sett upon their old Howling in the public 
Psalmody, that being rebuked for the Disturbance they made,
by the more Numerous Regular Singers, they declared They 
would be for the Ch[urch] of E[ngland] and would form a Little 
Assembly for that purpose, and subscribed for the Building of a
Chapel; and expect a Missionary to be sent and supported from 
your Society...20 

Certainly a large part of the attraction of the Anglican Church in New England 

was the fact that the SPG funds paid for the clergy, otherwise supported by an 

onerous tax for Congregationalists.  Mather was very attuned to this 

vulnerability as he notes elsewhere in the same letter that these apostates would 

not threaten to leave “if they had not the Hopes of being Excused from all the 

Charge of Maintaining any Ministry, by having parsons maintained for them, 

from the stock of your Society [SPG] ...Than which there never was more 

shamefully misapplied and prostituted Charity in the world.”  This 

circumstance tempers a strictly musical interpretation of just how important 

not learning to read music was to some parishioners in relation to their 

18 Bushman, Richard  The Refinement of America: Persons, Houses, Cities , (New York: Vintage books, 
1992), 176.
19  Oscar Sonneck, Early Concert Life in America, 1731-1800, (Leipsiz: Breitkopf & Hartel, 1907), 9. This 
same organ can still be heard in St. John’s Church, Portsmouth, New Hampshire.
20 Mather, Diary, Letter to Thomas Bradbury, April 22, 1724, 707.



Congregational membership.  It should not have come as a surprise that the 

‘crue’ who did not want to put themselves out learning to read music could also 

be so easily attracted to the liturgical traditions of the Church of England which 

emphasized ceremony over the inner examination of Calvinism.  They could 

enjoy more sophisticated music, accompanied by the impressive new organ, 

without having to materially change their own style of participation.  When 

Mather noted in 1718 that his parish’s psalmody was conducted “in a Variety 

and Regularity inferior to some others...” (emphasis added), he may have been 

referring to other congregational churches.   However, given his and his fellow 

clerics’ sweeping condemnation of congregational singing and their 

preoccupation with the widespread infringement of the Anglican church in New 

England, it is likely that the ‘others’ with more variety and regularity were the 

Anglicans and their organ at King’s Chapel.  The repugnance of the majority of 

congregational clergy in New England to alterations reminiscent of Catholicism 

might have led them to reject the refinement of the Church of England out of 

hand.  Instead, the ministers wisely counterattacked by accepting some of the 

Anglican trappings, among which was the improvement of psalmody.21 

  

******

The Orchestra in Early National Theaters

While the more elevated view of the benefits of theatrical entertainments 

prevailed in allowing theaters to open in Philadelphia and Boston, the ‘abuses’ 
21 Bushman, The Refinement of American,176-7      Alan Beuchner devotes a section of his published 
dissertation on singing schools to demonstrate that music was part of the curriculum at Harvard College for 
this group of reforming ministers.  While this background in musical training is tentative as to its nature as 
well as its extent among the ministers, he extrapolates from this exclusively the motives for the clergy’s 
rehabilitation of psalmody.  I would suggest that while the ministers’ heightened standards may certainly 
have been formed in college, their motivations in so diligently trying to reform their congregations’ singing 
were more complex and part of a larger effort to retain authority and piety amid increasing economic 
changes, spreading Anglicanism without, and evangelical revivalism within. Buechner, Yankee Singing 
Schools, “Harvard College, the Wellspring for Regular Singing,” 31.



mentioned in William Dunlap’s defense of theaters were particularly relevant to 

the status of the orchestra musicians (see Appendix I for spread of new theaters).  

Their salaries at the theaters were the same as those of the lowest paid actors and 

were remarkably uniform from city to city, usually $10 per week for most 

orchestra members.  Records for expenses at the Federal Street Theater in Boston 

for the 1796-97 season show a band of fifteen musicians with a total weekly cost 

of $175 while an entry in William Dunlap’s diary estimates the cost of a twelve 

member band at $140 a week (see Appendix J).  The band leader, soloists, and 

composers were usually paid somewhat more.  However, their jobs often 

involved the extra work of writing out parts for the rest of the orchestra because 

scores sent with playbooks from England were usually only for the keyboard.  

Since the instrumental make-up of theater orchestras varied greatly in England 

as well as in America, it was common to have to customize the written 

orchestration for the particular theater and performance.  Rehearsals during the 

regular theater season took place on the days off (Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday 

or Sunday) between performance days.  Musicians as well as actors were kept 

extremely busy since each night at the theater involved one full-length play, 

musical interludes, and a shorter after-piece or farce, and different plays were 

commonly presented each night the theater was open.    

Band membership changed often, especially when there was more than 

one theater in town.  Musicians moved regularly between cities, either touring 

with a home-based company or changing companies.  Of the sample of Boston 

orchestra members listed in Appendix J, violinist Georg Schetky eventually 

made Philadelphia his home while James Hewitt moved to Boston in 1811, 

returning to New York later, and then touring extensively in the south.  Hewitt 

owned a music store in New York for at least 15 years after 1797, an anchor that 



enhanced his income and led to further business opportunities.22    French horn 

virtuoso Victor Pelessier, also a gifted composer from the theater in Cape Francois 

on St. Dominique, had moved to New York from Philadelphia c.1794 and moved 

back to Philadelphia c. 1807, where he also traveled within the southern 

circuit.23  Not much is known about the composer Trille Labarre except for high 

praise from Philadelphia’s outstanding English keyboardist Benjamin Carr over 

twenty years later.  In one of his revealing letters to Boston music critic, music 

storeowner, and publisher John Rowe Parker in the early 1820s, Carr 

recommended that Parker publish information about earlier musicians of the 

1790s to dispel the public’s apparent belief that only in the early 1820s had 

concert life in America finally begun to meet European standards and 

respectability.  He also wanted to promote appreciation for professional 

musicians in general. 

It is highly necessary to stir the public mind into respect for 
musical people...there has been some sentiments expressed since 
the formation of our Musical Fund Society  that the public have 
never before heard any excellence in music - the fact is, there 
has been a blaze of talent in this city [Philadelphia] in former 
years - two things prevent a general recollection of the same - 
it did not excite sufficient interest at the time and the face of 
society here changes every few years...24  

The lack of ‘sufficient interest’ was probably measured by Carr and other 

professional musicians in ticket sales.  Attendance for the earliest performances 

of European concert music in American cities after the Revolution was often 

22 John W. Wagner, Recent Researches in American Music, Vol.Vll.
23 Karl  Kroeger, Recent Researches in American Music, Vol. XlV.
24 The Music Fund Society was established in Phildelphia in1820 as a guild for pooling music employment 
opportunities, an academy for training young professional musicians, and retirement security for aged 
professional musicians.  Carr was instrumental in founding the society. See Louis Madeira, Annals of 
Music in Philadelphia and History of the Musical Fund Society,  ( New York: Da Capo Press,1973);  Robert 
A. Gerson, Music in Philadelphia, (Philadelphia: Theodore Presser Co., 1940), chapters II & III; and 
Stephen Siek’s excellent, “Musical Taste in Post-Revolutionary America as seen through Carr’s ‘Musical 
Journal for the Piano Forte’”, PhD. Dissertation for University of Cincinnati, 1991.  



irregular.  The changing ‘face of society’, both the increasingly transient 

population of the early Republic and the rapid propulsion up or down the social 

ladder, was something of which a highly mobile and ambitious musician would 

be sensible.   

The one musician outside of Philadelphia whom Carr chose to mention was 

Trille LaBarre and Carr underlined most of the passage describing him to Parker:

I would wish to add one who resided & died in Boston...a 
frenchman by the name of LaBarr & from good authority I
have he was a most excellent & scientific musician and a scholar
of Gretry25   - two matters I can give you from a gentelman [sic] 
who knew him - in 1796 - when there were two theaters open in
Boston - the Bands of both joined & on St Cecilias day performed
a grand Mass of his in the Catholic church, which was a piece 
composition - and in 1797 he composed the orchestra parts
& super-intended the getting up of the grand opera of Richard
Coeur de Lion composed by his master (Gretry) and this opera
was performed upon a grander scale & more perfect in all its
parts than perhaps any other musical performance in the
United States26  

Besides his stated intention of correcting the record of quality in music 

performance in the United States before 1800, Carr mentioned two other 

important facets of popular music performance.  The first was his  notice of 

theater orchestras performing in churches.  This  development was of critical 

importance to the influence that immigrant, professional Europeans came to 

exert in indigenous American sacred music and American popular music.  As we 

have seen in the previous chapter, references to sacred music in theaters was 

more often a source of satire and stigmatization than a serious artistic influence.  

However, the skill of these European-trained professionals, when applied to the 

25 Andre-Ernest-Modeste Gretry was a French composer of operas who flourished from c.1760 - 1799.  He 
composed and performed for the French court but survived the Revolution.  He had composed “Richard 
Coeur-de-Lion”  in 1784 at the pinnacle of his career. The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 
second edition, edited by Stanley Sadie and John Tyrrell (London, 2001).
26  Benjamin Carr folder, Letter of December  7, 1821, JRPP. 



performance of European sacred compositions in American churches, 

particularly those of Handel and Haydn,  was usually accepted as an 

improvement demonstrable to even untrained ears.  The previously mentioned 

examples of prewar immigrant organists such as William Selby, William 

Tuckey, James Bremner, and Peter Valton had created a niche in American 

Anglican churches. Theater keyboardists such as Benjamin Carr (1768-1831), 

James Hewitt (1770-1827), Rayner Taylor (1747-1825) could easily move into 

such positions in the late 1790’s as the fortunes of American theaters faltered.  

As the formation of musical societies surged in the years after the War of 1812, 

many music academies were allowed to meet in churches until they built halls of 

the their own.  Thus, from the 1790s into the 1820s, the Anglican and Catholic 

churches in America served as hospitable forums for the performance of 

European sacred compositions.  Protestant churches were compared and found 

wanting by some critics, just as they had been during the initial singing reforms 

in the early eighteenth century.  Around 1807, one contemporary British 

observer of urban services remarked that 

This mode [fasola, or shapenote] of teaching a style of music 
that can be adapted nearly to all the hymns that are sung at the 
meetings and chapels of the different dissenting sects, is 
common in the United States; but more particularly in the 
northern and middle parts of the union. There is consequently 
a sameness, which does not accord so well with the ear as the 
sublime music of the episcopal church, and the pleasing variety 

of many of the dissenting places of worship in England.27  

A second important aspect of American professional musicianship alluded 

to by Carr was the desire for “respect for musical people” and spoke to the general 

working conditions of theater musicians.  Careers in the theater pits were often 

unstable and unpleasant.  Although roughly on a par with middling artisans, 

27 Lambert, Travels, 108.



musicians’ dependence on public performances placed them at the mercy of 

American society’s most raucous element in audiences.28   The lower class patrons 

of the cheap seats, the “gallery gods,” appear to have felt a particular 

prerogative in directing the choice in music.  Actor Charles Durang recalls 

outrageous behavior as commonplace in Philadelphia in the spring of 1790, in 

spite of an “array of civil and military power and preventative police 

regulations.”  As soon as the curtain came down “the gods in the galleries would 

throw apples, nuts, bottles and glasses on the stage and into the orchestra.”  

Because of dim lighting and overcrowding it was difficult to identify miscreants, 

“as if each person had the attribute of Briareus, scattering with a hundred hands 

the missiles in their mischievous freaks.”  The presumed inarticulate shouted out 

their choice of music, “[v]ociferating, with stentorian lung, ‘Carlisles’s March,’ 

‘Cherry Charlotte’s Jig,’ ‘Mother Brown’s Retreat’...these were the names of 

notorious characters with their slan[g] and flash appellations, as given by the 

rowdies of that day.”29   Music, as much or more than the acting, prompted 

outbursts from the gallery where the audience had their own cultural 

preferences to express in the form of street music.  Early national theater 

audiences contained a broad spectrum of economic classes, for some of whom the 

orchestra was a personification of aristocratic prerogative, in their expertise in 

an obscure form of learning, in their choice of music, and to whom in the 

audience the band actually directed their performance.  The boisterous gallery 

asserted itself in ways that served notice to the elite occupiers of the box seats, as 

well as the orchestra, that their pretensions to what Kenneth Silverman has 

called “[l]uxury - loose morals, fashionableness, Europeanization, [and] false 
28 “In general...orchestral musicians in early  American theatre were faced with job conditions and status 
worse even than the other performers, were subject to the whims and violence of the audience, and were 
poorly and irregularly paid.” Porter, With An Air Debonair, 384.
29  Durang, Charles History of the Philadelphia Stage, 27.



gentility” were unsuitable in the new republic.30     

The disrespect of the audience did not always predominate in the early 

1790s.  Describing events in Philadelphia in the fall of 1793, Charles Durang 

claimed these rowdies were held in check by the “dignified personne” of the 

music director Alexander Reinagle, “the very personification of the patriarch of 

music - investing the science of harmonious sounds...with a moral influence, 

reflecting... high respectability and polished manners.”  This ability to 

temporarily awe the gallery into silence appears to have come with the arrival 

of the new company and orchestra from London that included many outstanding 

instrumentalists:

  Such was Reinagles’s imposing appearance, that it awed the 
disorderly of the galleries, or the fop of annoying propensities, 
and impertinent criticism of the box lobby, into decorum...No 
vulgar, noisy emanations, were heard from the pit of that day; 
that portion of the theatre was then the resort of the well-informed 
critic.  The intellectual taste and analytical judgment of our 
city congregated there to listen - to follow the track of the actors’ 
readings.  There it was, that you might see... the elite of the literary 
young men of the town...whose attic acumen and wit appreciated, 
while they kept the upper regions in attention.31  

However, the silence of the gallery was short-lived.  A vivid picture of an 

evening at the theater was provided by Washington Irving, certainly “a fop of 

annoying propensities” (see also his review of a concert in Appendix M).  In 

letters written in 1802-3 to his brother Peter’s New York periodical, The Morning 

Chronicle, Irving complained of, and then ‘defends’, the state of American theater 

and its music in two different personas, Jonathan Oldstyle and Andrew Quoz:

I observed that every part of the house has its different 
department.... The mode by which they issue their mandates 
is stamping, hissing, roaring, whistling, and, when the 
musicians are refractory, groaning in cadence...I could scarcely 

30 Silverman, A Cultural History, 545.
31  Durang, History of the Phildadelphia Stage, 35-36. 



breathe while thus surrounded by a host of strapping fellows 
standing with their dirty boots on the seats of the benches.  The 
little Frenchman who thus found a temporary shelter from the 
missive compliments of his gallery friends, was the only person 
benefited.  At last the bell rung, and the cry of “down, down! - 
hats off!” was the signal for the commencement of the play...

I shall conclude with a few words of advice for the benefit 
of every department of it.
I would recommend,
To the actors - less etiquette - less fustian - less buckram.
To the orchestra - new music, and more of it.
To the pit - patience, clean benches, and umbrellas.
To the boxes - less affectation - less noise - less coxcombs.
To the gallery - less grog, and better constables; and
To the whole house - inside and out - a total reformation. And so 
much for the theatre.

Jonathan Oldstyle

Irving, with his finger on the fractious pulse of the age, countered his own 

assessment with a tongue-in-cheek reply from Oldstyle’s literary foil, Andrew 

Quoz.  He acknowledged the former validity of Oldstyle’s complaint of the music 

“in old times, when people attended to the musicians,” but music at the theater 

“is a thing of...little moment at present...kept principally for form sake” because 

there is “such a continual noise and bustle between the acts that it is difficult to 

hear a note.”  In fact,

if the musicians were to get up a new piece of the finest melody, so 
nicely tuned are the ears of their auditors, that I doubt whether 
nine hearers out of ten would not complain, on leaving the house, 
that they had been bored with the same old pieces they have 
heard these two or three years back.  Indeed, many who go to the 
theatre carry their own music with them; and we are so often 
delighted with the crying of children by way of glee, and such 
coughing and sneezing from various parts of the house, by way 
of chorus - not to mention the regale of a sweet symphony from 
a sweep or two in the gallery - and occasionally a full piece, in 
which nasal, vocal, whistling, and thumping powers are 
admirably exerted and blended, that what want we of an 
orchestra?32  

32 Letters of Jonathan Oldstyle and Andrew Quoz to the Morning Chronicle, quoted by William Dunlap in 
History of the American Theatre, 176, 179-180.



The spectacle of the new theater buildings and their furnishings 

highlighted the European musicians, many of whom were known to be of the 

aristocratic class from France and royalist expatriots of the French Revolution.  

They were associated with Old World social distinctions, viewed as repugnant to 

republican ideals as conceived by the newly self-empowered working classes.  

Poverty-stricken former elites made attractive targets and were without support 

from American Republicans or Federalists.  An incident of the same period in 

New York was similar:

When a small band of seven or eight musicians one night 
[c. 1791] attempted to play in the theatre a portion of a Haydn 
symphony, the ‘gods’ in the gallery cried out, “Stop that noise, 
give us Bonypart crossing the Rhine, Washington’s March, or 
Yankee Doodle.”33  

Noisily advocating for American popular music was more about repudiating 

European preferences than actually expecting to hear their requests.  As 

Washington Irving noted concerning the demands of the gallery in New York 

after the turn of the century, “[t]he good folks of the gallery have all the trouble 

of ordering the music (their directions, however, are not more frequently 

followed than they deserve).”34     Members of the gallery had ample access to 

their own music in taverns, coffee houses, and street corners, and onboard ships.  

A historian of early national rioting has pointed out that “theater disturbances 

can reveal much about the middle-class critique 0f rowdyism, perceptions of 

33  Frederick Louis Ritter,  Music In America, New York, 1895: 135.  The tunes in this recollected anecdote 
may have been intended as typical rather than actual since Napoleon Bonapart did not cross the Rhine 
until much later.
34  Washington Irving letters of Jonathan Oldschool in the Morning Chronicle,  New York, c.1802-3  The 
opening of the Federal Street Theater in Boston marked “the custom...then introduced...of allowing the 
audience to call upon the orchestra for such pieces of music as suited the popular taste; and though 
popularity was in a measure obtained by allowing the members of both political parties to hear their favorite 
airs, oftentimes indicative of party spirit, which then ran high, it was the source of much confusion.  In 
Philadelphia...a riot occurred, owing to the orchestra refusing to respond to the call; seats were broken, 
and the play terminated.” Clapp, A Record of the Boston Stage, 22-23.



increased disorder in society, and a real rise in the level of violence in rioting.”35   

Paul Gilje maintains that the middle classes, who occupied the ground floor seats 

in front of the orchestra pit, were relatively accepting of the thrown objects from 

the gallery that fell short of the orchestra or stage.  He quotes Washington Irving 

that “it was useless to threaten or expostulate” and better to “sit down quietly 

and bend your back to it.”  From this, Gilje asserts that this tolerance follows the 

eighteenth-century model of American civil unrest characterized by a general 

absence of major personal injury.36   However, there were more serious exceptions 

within theater rioting before 1800, which inevitably involved the music.  

William Dunlap recounted an incident in November, 1796 in New York where 

the perpetrators of rowdyism were easily identified by the audience.

Two sea captains, doubtless intoxicated, being in one of the 
stage boxes, called during an overture for Yankee Doodle.  The 
audience hissed them; they [the captains] threw missiles in 
the orchestra, and defied the audience, some of whom pressed 
on the stage and attacked the rioters in conjunction with the 
peace-officers; one of the latter was injured by a blow from a club.  
The rioters were dragged from their box, one turned into the 
street, and the other carried into a dressing-room.  These madmen 
afterwards, with a number of sailors, attacked the doors of the 
theatre, and were only secured by the city watch.37  

While many of these minor incidents could be interpreted simply as 

random rowdyism, the increasingly strident political differences that developed 

in the 1790s were also reflected in theater music.  Theater orchestras consisting 

of former British subjects and French aristocrats had little sympathy for the 
35  Paul A . Gilje, The Road to Mobocracy: Popular Disorder in New York City, 1763-1834,  (Chapel 
Hill/London: Institute of Early American History and Culture & University of North Carolina Press, 1987), 
246.
36 Washington  Irving,  “Letters of Jonathan Oldstyle,” in Biographies and Miscellanies, ed. Pierre M. Irving, 
Vol. XIX of Irving’s Works, (New York: Geoffrey Crayon Edition, 1866): 28-35  Actually, Irving is quoting the 
resigned advice of the fellow sitting beside him, an attitude that Irving clearly does not share.  Gilje ably 
demonstrates the distinction between the levels of violence in the late eighteenth century and the early 
nineteenth but the difference, at least in theaters, is more about the extent of personal injury rather than 
its absence.
37  Dunlap, History of the American Theater, Vol.I, 302.



radical strain in anti-Federalist cant.  An event on March 4, 1794 at the New 

York John Street theater illustrates the lasting effect on musicians.  English 

violinist James Hewitt was leading the band through the usual prelude music on 

opening night of the new play, “Tammany, or the Indian Chief ,” for which he 

had composed the music.  Locally written, the play catered to the views of the 

Tammany Society, a Francophile and anti-Federalist organization whose 

members were well-represented that evening.  Apparently the band had the 

temerity to ignore calls for such anti-Federalist favorites as Ca Ira, Carmagnole, 

and the Marseillaise March, resulting in blows delivered to the person of Mr. 

Hewitt.  A letter to the newspaper two days later signed by “The Calm Observer” 

describes the situation with reserved glee:

The [federalist] junto were kept aloof, and to make up for their 
absence, (and determined to have some fun) the prelude was 
commenced upon an individual, poor Hewit[t], the leader of the 
band, and a very respectable inoffensive character.  They 
quarreled with him, because as a foreigner he did not know the 
music called for, nor would they wait till he could recollect himself, 
and make up the tune from the rest of the band, which was 
afterwards done. Perplexed as the leader of a band always is, by 
the variety of calls from every busy creature who is fond of the 
sweet sound of his own voice at a theatre, how pleasant a situation 
would his be if every call not instantly complied with was thus 
resented. But it was no matter, something was necessary for a 
beginning, “a word and a blow” did the business, and afforded 
excellent sport.

After much altercation on the score of the music, the opera 
(the music of which could not proceed without Mr. Hewitt) was 
permitted to make its appearance...The audience was of one 
complexion in point of sentiment.  In the Pit, and several of the 
Boxes, I saw a considerable number of respectable mechanics, and 
other industrious members of society, who with honest (some with 
misguided) sentiments are always inclined to applaud every 
expression that has the semblance of patriotic principles...I saw 
persons there...who...cannot well afford the expence of public 
amusements...I saw poorer classes of mechanics and clerks, who 
would be much better employed on any other occasion than 
disturbing a theatre - Others I saw, who, generally follow no 



useful occupation, whatever, and who exists [sic] only in a riot 
or a frolic.38 

 
The fact that this patron referred to Hewitt’s treatment as “some fun” and 

“excellent sport,” though perhaps sarcastically, articulates the prevalent 

attitude towards the orchestra.  Yet, a few days later another letter-writer 

appeared to believe that the “Calm Observer” was overly sympathetic to the 

bandleader and his alleged ignorance of some of the most popular songs of the 

day.

If Mr. Calm Observer feels himself insulted or injured by the 
blow given on Monday night last at the Theatre, to a very 
respectable, inoffensive, fiddler, whose respectability consist[s] 
in being respected by beings whose political principles are 
infamous as his own: His inoffensiveness in his cowardice may 
have the satisfaction he merits, by calling at No. 43 Broadway, 
where he will find the man

Who Gave the Blow39 

As a result of this incident, the John Street Theater’s managers, Lewis 

Hallam and John Hodgkinson, commissioned Benjamin Carr to compose a 

patriotic piece that would please everyone.  Carr owned music stores in both 

Philadelphia and New York and was a friend of James Hewitt, who would 

eventually take over Carr’s New York store in August, 1797.40   Carr’s Federal 

Overture, consisting of nine separate songs,  was a pastiche of contemporary 

popular political and vernacular songs meant to appeal to Federalists and anti-

Federalists alike.  Beginning with a musical reference to Yankee Doodle, the first 

38 New York Diary, or Evening Register, March 6, 1794.   George C. D. Odell, Annals of the New York 
Stage, Vol. 1, (New York: Columbia University Press, 1927), 346-348.
39 New York Diary, or Evening Register,  March 8, 1794.
40 Benjamin Carr had arrived in Philadelphia in the spring of 1793, opening his music store by July of that 
year.  Benjamin’s father, Joseph, and the rest of the Carr family arrived from London later that year, 
opening a music store in Baltimore some time in the first part of 1794.  Benjamin opened his New York 
shop by January, 1794 and America’s first “chain” of music stores was established.   Siek, Stephen C. 
“Musical Taste in Post-Revolutionary America as seen through Carr’s ‘Musical Journal for the Piano Forte’”  
Ph.D. dissertation, University of Cincinnati, 1991, 66-91,132-135; Virginia Larkin Redway,  “The Carrs, 
American Music Publishers”, The Musical Quarterly, V. 18, #1 (Jan. 1932): 155.



two tunes were The Marseilles March and Ca Ira, widely associated with the 

French Revolution.  These were followed by three apolitical pieces: O Dear What 

Can the Matter Be (possibly a comment on the political upheaval of the times), 

The Irish Washerwoman (a popular fiddle tune), and Rose Tree (from Shield’s 

popular opera, The Poor Soldier, President Washington’s favorite play).  Next 

came La Carmognole, another French revolutionary tune, and The President’s 

March, composed by Philip Phile for Washington’s inaugural ceremonies in 

1789.41   It would provide the melody for Joseph Hopkinson’s words, composed in 

1798 in Philadelphia, that transformed the song to Hail, Columbia.  This patriotic 

song had widespread appeal and served as the official theme of the president well 

into the nineteenth century until it was replaced with Hail to the Chief.  Carr’s 

medley ended with Yankee Doodle and Viva Tutti from Il Carnolvale di Venezia by 

Pietro Guglielmi, best known as a tune accompanying toasts and meant to 

suggest reconciliation.42    

Carr’s overture was first performed on September 20, 1794 at the old 

Southwark Theater in Philadelphia and appeared to please the  audience.  It 

became so popular that he decided to publish the piece in November.  He 

performed the overture in New York, opening for Love in a Village, and it received 

a favorable review.  However, the larger purpose of the management, like the 

that of the music, was the tranquility of the house:

Mr. Carr’s overture...has the advantage of being eminently 
calculated to attract an universal admiration.  Previous to the 
commencement of the opera, Mr. Hodgkinson addressed the 
audience in his new capacity as manager...which had for its 

41  Phile was a former Hessian soldier who, along with over 6,000 other German mercenaries, remained in 
American after the Revolution. Curtis Nettels, The Emergence of a National Economy, 1775-1815, 
Volume II, The Economic History of the United States, ( NY, Chicago, San Fancisco, Toronto, and 
London: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1962), 135.
42 Lowens, Music and Musicians, Chapter 5, “Benjamin Carr’s Federal Overture (1794),” 89-114;  Ace 
Collins,Songs Sung Red, White, and Blue: The Stories Behind America’s Best-Loved Patriotic Songs, 
(New York: Harper Resource, 2003), 98-111.



object the good order and tranquillity of the house; by suppressing 
the indecencies which have been customary with the gallery, and 
the results which a few of that part of the audience have thought 
themselves privileged liberally to bestow upon every other part of 
the house, and more especially upon the gentlemen who compose 
the orchestra.  We hope our fellow-citizens will...show that they 
are determined there shall be no privileged order in the play-house 
more than in the state.  It is the interest of the manager’s that 
every part of their audience should be pleased; therefor[sic] popular 
tunes and favorite overtures will be performed at stated times...and 
Mr. Carr’s overture was composed for this purpose.  But a few 
riotous people must not expect the arrangements of the theatre, 
the peace, pleasure and feelings of the whole audience, to be 
sacrificed to their senseless whims and brutal love of indecency.  
Now, fellow citizens, is the time...to begin this very necessary 
reform...43  

The purpose of Carr’s composition was not simply to please everyone but 

explicitly to foster political reconciliation.  This was aimed not only at heading 

off political violence in the theater but also, by an analogy that everyone 

understood, to end unruly political confrontation in government.  The 

elimination of privilege within government was a universal stricture for social 

commerce throughout the American public imaginary.  In addition, and not of 

least importance, this pax equalitas would help to boost attendance in theaters.  

As this imperative applied to the music of the theater, there were parallels 

for the same basis of winnowing hymn selections by American sacred music 

publishers.  Choices in tune selections were directly connected with sales of either 

psalmbooks, songsters, or theater tickets.  American music was increasingly 

coalescing from its diverse strands of religious, moral, or refined purposes into a 

business of opportunity.  Elites’  employed the egalitarianism of the new 

constitution in an attempt to censure the unruly gallery and to turn the 

43 New-York Magazine; or Literary Repository, V (1794), “Theatrical Register,” 716.  William Dunlap 
describes Carr’s Philadelphia debut of his work: “An overture, composed by him, was performed and 
much approved: the orchestra had been enlarged, and the best band collected that ever had been heard 
in the New-York Theatre.”  Dunlap, History of the American Theatre:r, 261.



rejection of refinement by the working classes, in fact the very purpose  of their 

rowdiness, against them.  This was part of a campaign to enlist the better part of 

the audience in a self-conscious reform of theater culture.  The centrality of 

music to this reform program is demonstrated by the management’s 

announcement of scheduled times for presenting popular music that would 

obviate the need for vocal requests.  

Observations like that of Washington Irving’s fellow theatergoer, whose 

advice was to “bend your back” to the thrown objects of the gallery, must be kept 

in perspective.  Cultural historian Lawrence Levine has called early theater 

audiences “a microcosm of the relations between the various socioeconomic  

groups in America.”  However, he also has tended to conflate riotous behavior in 

the 1790s and early 1800s with true riots in the 1830s and 1840s.  It is 

tempting to anticipate the later stratification of classes into different theatrical 

venues, with separate types of entertainment, that occurred by the 1830s and 

Levine moves too seamlessly between the early and later decades of the 

nineteenth century.  However, throughout most of the three decades between 

the end of the Revolution and 1815, plays and their music were aimed at a 

general public, literally and metaphorically under one roof.  The music 

publishing strategies of the era confirm this ideal conception of the public.  

Nascent hierarchies of taste and entertainment were developing in the 1790s 

and 1810s, but elite prerogatives were far from hegemonic or even uniform in  

their own preferences.  As American actor John Howard Payne commented in 

1810, “The judicious few are very few indeed.  They are always to be found in a 

Theatre, like flowers in a desert, but they are nowhere sufficiently numerous to 



fill one.”44    

Theater managers and musicians were well aware that their venues were 

cultural crossroads that required a delicate balance to placate the politicized 

classes that came to be entertained.  An address published in November 1795 at 

the opening of the third season of the new Federal Theater in Boston, by Col. J.S. 

Tyler, the new and rare American manager of a major theater in this era, is 

exemplary.  He asked the audience, in part, to “Let Feds and Antis to our temples 

come, And all unite firm Federalists in Fun; Let austere politics one hour flee, And 

join in free Democracy of glee!”  Balancing federalism and democracy, he further 

proclaimed “The good ship - Theatre - is on the stocks...In me, her captain, know 

me for our friend, Your townsman, - town born, town bred - at north end.”  Tyler 

made his native birth and localism a point of distinction, using a shipping 

metaphor for a profitable, community effort with which all would be conversant 

in Boston.   He concluded with “Let British lords their haughty birth declare, I 

boast of being born in - Old North Square.” His stewardship was understood to be 

an improvement on previously English management, instrinsically linked to 

aristocratic views that would no more be associated with the Boston theater.45  

Lower orders were rebuffed in their efforts to confront the pretensions of 

elite patrons, but wealthy theatergoers also had to make adjustments.  The new 

44  Lawrence  Levine Highbrow, Lowbrow: The Emergence of Cultural Hierarchy in America, 
(Cambridge/London: Harvard University Press, 1988), 56.  Since Levine is tracing the development of 
separations in taste, he naturally highlights distinctions but his use of the ubiquity of Shakespeare 
throughout early national theatricals over-emphasizes early monoculturalism.  For the escalation of 
violence in theaters after the 1820’s see Gilje, The Road to Mobocracy, “Theater Riots,” 246-253.  John 
Howard Payne was an author, actor, and poet, most remembered as the composer of the popular song 
“Home Sweet Home”.  He was eighteen at the time of this comment and an actor in New York, Boston, and 
Philadelphia.  Levine, Highbrow/Lowbrow, 59-60;  David Grimstead, Melodrama Unveiled: American 
Theater and Culture, 1800-1850, (Berkeley, California and London: University of California Press, 1968), 
56-57.
45 Clapp, A Record of the Boston Stage, 25-26. Clapp notes that “The public was partial to Mr. Tyler on 
account of his being an American, and it was anticipated that he would adopt, as he did, a liberal system, 
which it was thought would stimulate the dormant genius of our countrymen, and reduce the dependence 
then placed upon foreign talent.”  This effort did not apply to the orchestra nor was it meant to have.



Chestnut Street Theater, completed in Philadelphia in 1794, was a product of 

sixty affluent subscriber-investors, each of whom contributed $300 towards 

construction.  As happened with the Federal Street Theater in Boston in 1794 

and the Park Theater in New York in 1798, these backers could become 

stubbornly demanding of perquisites in a business they perhaps viewed as their 

private preserve.  Anne Bingham, wife of Philadelphia merchant and theater 

subscriber William Bingham, wanted to purchase one of the thirty boxes in the 

new theater to decorate and lend to friends as their own, a practice widely 

observed in Europe.  Manager, and British ex-patriot, Thomas Wignell felt that 

he had to “act on the principles of his country’s [America’s] government, and on 

the recognition of feelings deeply pervading the structure of its society” in 

politely refusing her request.  Although acceding to his principles, apparently 

Anne rarely attended the theater thereafter.46

******

Preaching to the Choir: Rural Europeanization 
       and the Case of Rev. Samuel Gilman

While the Europeans were holding sway in the urban centers of the new 

nation, particularly in introducing more instrumental music, the question 

arises as to how this translated into rural and back country districts.   Published 

orations on music reveal both what opinions were emanating from urban areas, 

and how leading men in small communities were thinking.  However, records of 

face-to-face interchanges of ordinary people regarding music are much more 

scarce.  Richard D. Brown has maintained that in the colonial period, face-to-face 

exchanges were colored by the relative social stature of the communicants.  This 
46 Siek, “Musical Taste in Post-Revolutionary America”, 142;  Robert C. Alberts, The Golden Voyage: The 
Life and Times of William Bingham, (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co. 1969), 360; William B.Wood,  Personal 
Recollections of the Stage, (Philadelphia: H.C.Baird,1855).



interpersonal imbalance began to shift, first as a result of revolution and 

ratification, and later, after 1800, as a democratizing dimension of an “economy 

of abundance” in ways that privileged print transmission as a levelling agent.47     

However, the reminiscences of a minister growing up in New Hampshire around 

the turn of the nineteenth century that focus on his participation in the local 

Congregational choir give us unusual interpersonal details, demonstrating how 

significant changes in musical taste were introduced on a face to face basis 

outside of print culture.  On a larger scale, it provides a vivid glimpse of the 

subtle social turmoil taking place in the countryside - some acknowledged by the 

author, some taken for granted in his text.  The Rev. Samuel Gilman’s (1791-

1858) thinly fictionalized Memoirs of a New England Village Choir, with 

Occassional Reflections, published in Boston in 1829,  was clearly based on 

personal experience and covers a wide variety of musical situations and 

personalities.48   Gilman soon reached a point in the narrative where a young 

player of the church bass,49   Charles Williams, conducted the choir and 

instituted a period of musical elysium where a quaint cross section of village men 

and women regulated their own choices of hymns.  Williams “wisely felt that his 

authority did not extend ... to introduce among them any nice innovations on 

the oldfashioned manner of vocal performance.”  The “oldfashioned” style to 

which Gilman referred was the indigenous New England psalm style, itself an 
47 Brown, Knowledge Is Power, 278-279.
48 Gilman was born in Gloucester, Massachusetts, graduated from Harvard in 1811, became an ordained 
Unitarian minister, and married future author Caroline Howard in 1819.  Gilman gives the location of his 
village as near the Merrimack River with the fictitious name of Waterfield but this author’s facsimile print of 
the work has what appears to be ‘Atkinson, NH’ inscribed after Gilman’s Waterfield.  Gilman mentions on 
the first page that the activities described cover ten years straddling the turn of the century.
49  Gilman refers to the instrument first as a violoncello, what we would call a cello, but says that in New 
England it was called a bass viol.  It is likely that the instrument was a locally constructed “church bass.”   An 
example of such an instrument owned by the author has a white pine top and hard maple back, sides, and 
fretboard.  It was made by a carriage maker in Greenfield, Massachusetts in the late eighteenth or early 
nineteenth century who fixed his label, featuring a four-wheeled gig in profile,  inside the back.  Gilman 
himself played clarinet in the church choir.



innovation from just before the revolutionary period.  This repertory included a 

range of styles from the “most galloping fugues and the most unexpressive airs” 

executed with the “same spirit and alacrity...expended on the divinest strains of 

sacred music.”  Even though the psalms did not go “off with much science and 

expression”, it was a happy period at the meetinghouse where the “singing, 

though a little noisy, was at least generally correct in time and tone.”  New 

anthems were prepared for special occasions such as Fast and Thanksgiving Days 

as well as funerals.  Foibles were overlooked such as the stentorian voice of Mr. 

Broadbreast, the shriek of pale Miss Sixfoot, and the inattention to specified 

verses by Jonathan Oxgoad.  

Gilman’s tone throughout balanced between sections of adolescent humor, 

using mild parody, and the more censorious mode of an adult minister.  Gilman 

reminded the reader, though, that this was “singing within the wooden walls to 

the edification of an American country congregation...and not beneath the dome 

of an European metropolitan cathedral.”  Like Rev. Bentley, he admired the 

effect of an organ on congregational singing, “that gilded little sanctuary which 

towers in architectural elegance” over the assembly, even though his church did 

not have an organ.  He remembered fondly the secular tunes that Williams 

played at home on the bass viol to small audiences such as “Washington’s March, 

Bellisle March, Hail Columbia, or the much less admirable, but equally popular 

Ode to Science” that “make every soul burn, and every cheek glow with lofty 

rapture....”  Switching to a faster pace the musician would “exert an irresistible 

power” over his audience, “putting their feet and hands in motion..to an 

unbidden, spontaneous dance” to tunes like “The Girl I Left Behind Me” and “The 

Devil’s Dream”.   

Gilman ruminated on alternative methods of sacred singing that he saw 



being carried on in other churches.  Oddly, he admired most the denominations 

without separate choirs such as the Methodists who “joined together in some 

simple air...expressed the very soul of natural music.”  Still, he returned to 

advocating a “select choir, who, by concentrating their efforts and reducing the 

matter to something of a profession, may keep the stream of sacred song at least 

pure, though small.”  For Gilman, an educated member of the clergy, 

‘Europeaness’ is a problematic representation.  Everything in his academic 

training, including studies of Greek and Latin, spoke of respect for classics in the 

western tradition.  However, he admitted that, in America, “there is an 

aristocratical leaven among us” and that rather than pedigree, “[w]ealth and 

education have something to do with it.”  But while Americans “draw arbitrary 

lines of distinction between different professions...it is a pleasant 

employment...to clamber over these distinctions.”  For Gilman, anything with a 

whiff of an ‘aristocratical’ aspect was measured in terms and extent of 

Europeaness, even as it deviated from that paradigm in America.50    And this 

American ‘leavening’ had implications for public music.  He singled out as a 

prominent cause of indifference to sacred music quality “the extensive 

cultivation of secular music in private families” that “render...ears so fastidious” 

that the “tasteless and indiscriminate clamour” of mixed congregations “excite 

in the more refined classes a disgusted and indevout spirit....”  Thus, for a 

Unitarian minister, secularity was problematic only through certain 

unintended consequences, such as creating hierarchy and limiting 

egalitarianism in public music, rather than in its essence, as it was forCalvinists.

50 Gilman speculated that the ‘extremely unsettled’ nature of American society might lead to pedigrees of 
citizens based on ancestors’ positions: a ‘first class’  descended from former presidents, governors, 
Supreme Court justices, and general officers; lower orders would descend from lower positions.  This 
nearly Roman ‘system’ embodied a longing for fixity in social station so often lamented by professional 
elites in the Early Republic. 



When Williams, the son of a shoemaker, went off to Dartmouth college 

with financial support from the whole town, Gilman took over leadership of the 

choir.  Things remained quiet for a year until a gentleman arrived to teach at a 

local academy and took up residence in the town choir where he was ‘paying 

addresses’ to a local young woman.  Mr. Forehead startled the choir director on 

the first Sunday by requesting Old Hundred.  Only a few members of the choir 

“were acquainted with...so celebrated a piece of musical antiquity” since they 

had heard it sung “by their fathers or grandfathers.”  As the tune was 

announced, it created a stir in the congregation below where “the elder members 

of the flock...looked upwards to the gallery, with the gleams of pleasurable 

expectation....”  When Mr. Forehead next requested St. Martins, several choir 

members vigorously countered with New Jerusalem.  After the service, in 

discussing this confrontation of preference with Mr. Forehead , Gilman learned 

that he came from a choir in “one of our seaport towns”, where music had been 

introduced of “a new and purer taste”,  where “no tunes of American origin were 

ever permitted” and of “fugues there were a loathing and detestation.”   The 

“slow, grand, and simple airs which our forefathers sang” were the only music 

worth hearing.  He illustrated this change by noting that Old Hundred, St. 

Martin’s, Mear, Bath, and Little Marlborough replaced Russia, Northfield, The 

Forty Sixth Psalm, and New Jerusalem as the tunes most often sung (see 

Appendix S).51    What struck Gilman was that this partiality was based more on 

a “fastidious arrogance of fashion” than a “conscious superiority of taste.”  In the 

month that followed, Mr. Forehead persuaded a large part of the choir to change 

over to the ‘new’ old music.  Some were attracted by its novelty, some by the 

51  In the chart, note that the New England-composed tunes appeared after the Revolution while the 
English tunes are at least a generation older.  Almost all of the older tunes are anonymously composed.  
Many of the reform tunebooks emulated this humility by acknowledging their compilers only as an 
unnamed committee, also an explicit rejection of the American psalmodists’ seeming love of publicity.  



assurances of fashionability, and some believed that the more solemn music was 

indeed more appropriate for worship services.  However, the other half  “were 

extremely obstinate and almost bigoted in their attachment to the existing 

catalogue of tunes.”   Their tunebook had been The Village Harmony, compiled by 

printer Henry Randlett of Exeter, New Hampshire which was one of the more 

popular hymnals, going through seventeen editions between 1795 and 1821.  

Even though this controversy had introduced “party spirit” into an association 

where none had been nor belonged, Gilman was enough persuaded of the newer 

taste’s improvements to go along with ordering thirty new editions of the 

“********* Collection.”  This could have been any of the Trinitarian publications 

mentioned above (footnote, p. 219).  The “admirers of fugues” folded their flag 

and absented themselves from participating in the choir thereafter.  However, 

the debate had spread to the congregation where some hated Old Hundred “as 

they did the toad that crossed their path at twilight” while others regarded the 

“innocent tune of Northfield with the same abhorrence....”  Gradually, more and 

more pews became deserted while a “few families of fashionable pretensions 

encouraged us, for there was something artistocratical ...something modish... in 

the superior taste of our newly introduced music.”  Another type of supporter 

was the “hoary head... for it loved to listen to the strains which had nourished 

the piety of its youth.”  Generational memory and invented tradition played a 

significant part in constructing musical taste.

Eventually, Mr. Forehead moved away, the advocates of American 

psalmody came back to banish anything by “Williams or of Tansur,”52  and the 
52 William Tans’ur (1700-1783) was an itinerant English psalm composer and organist  who published 
widely and was very popular in the American colonies. Four of his pieces were in the fifteen most 
published sacred tunes in America before 1811.  Aaron Williams (1731-1776) was an English composer of 
sacred music who, like Tans’ur, published collections for country parishes but also composed/compiled 
several popular collections of the Cathedral style of anthems.  Many of his compositions were made 
popular in New England by collections printed by Daniel Bayley of Newburyport, Massachusetts.



missing part of the congregation returned.  A compromise was arbitrated 

allowing a specified number of both styles to be chosen each Sunday.  Some 

common ground tunes were identified as Wells, Windham, and Virginia (see 

Appendix S) which reflected this balance.      When Gilman left to teach in a 

different district, the perogative of the women in the choir came to the fore in 

directing its course under the auspices of Mrs. Shrinknot.   The vagaries of the 

choir were compared to the national government where the author asks 

“[w]here but on the floor of the American Capitol” would the contrasting 

character of individuals forge policy?  He replies that similarly, “in a church 

choir there somehow arise certain shades of freaks”,  but also “certain 

descriptions of virtue”, that exist nowhere else in mankind.  

One last event related by Gilman illustrates how the theological debates 

between Trinitarians and Unitarians could play out in choices of music in the 

pew-b0x trenches.  One Sunday, a new minister who “carried some point of 

orthodoxy considerably further than I could then...or now,” called for a hymn 

that described “a terrific combination of images respecting the future abode of 

the wicked.”  The leader of the choir, a middle-aged tinplate-worker who had 

recently converted to Unitarianism, leaned over to the pulpit to reply “you are 

requested, Reverend Sir, to give out another hymn.”  The minister asked “Why 

am I requested to do so, Sir?”  “We do not approve of the sentiments of the hymn 

you have just read,” came the reply.  To which the minister announced, “I 

decline reading any other” which was promptly followed by “Then we decline 

singing, Sir.”   The startled clergyman took a moment to regain his composure 

and, facing the congregation, said “let us pray.”

Illustrated here is disagreement over music at the intersection of several 

conflicts.  One of the last vignettes of the memoir, it must have dated from the 



mid-1810s.  The extended rhetoric over doctrinal differences, enunciated by 

church leaders and printed for distribution, ramified in discrete events and 

informed individual choices.  The intensity of these prerogatives, coupled with 

the new spirit of democracy after the election of 1800, made it possible for a 

country tradesman, with the backing of like-minded peers, to coolly contradict 

one of the most respected community figures in New England.53   Historian Joyce 

Appleby has appreciated the implications of Gilman’s description, using it 

extensively to illustrate shifts in class, gender, mobility, and religion expanded 

to a national level.54    In the present study, the more locally rendered meanings 

of the schisms involving choices in music, social hierarchy, cultural imports, 

and theology speak more to a continued regionalism in the Early Republic and 

emphasize the centrality of music to Gilman’s story.   

 

******

Anticipating the Future:
The Musical Fund Society of Philadelphia

The most ambitious music society established in this era was the Musical 

Fund Society of Philadelphia.  Founded in 1820, it had extensive support from 

both professionals and amateurs and it vigorously pursued several musical 

agendas.  The minutes of the joint board of directors for January 7, 1820 show 

that the primary reason for establishing the organization was “of forming a fund 

for the relief and support of decayed musicians and their families.”   Two doctors 

were retained by the society “to visit at the request of the committee of 

53 Jeffrey L. Pasley, “1800 as a Revolution in Politcal Culture,”  in The Revolution of 1800: Democracy, 
Race & the New Republic, 121 -152;  Alan Taylor, “From Fathers to Friends: Political Personae in the Early 
Republic,” in Federalists Reconsidered, ed. Doron Ben-Atar and Barbara B. Oberg, Charlottesville, Va., 
1998, 225 - 45.
54 Joyce Appleby, Inheriting the Revolution: The First Generation of Americans, (Cambridge & London: 
Harvard University Press, 2000), 129-133.



distribution such members or their families as may need medical advice or 

assistance and shall prescribe in all such cases gratuitously.”55    Members had to 

have paid professional level dues for three years before being eligible for 

assistance.  Accordingly, in May, 1823, the committee of distribution voted to 

grant relief at the rate of $200 per year to Rayner Taylor since “he is in want 

and disabled by age & infirmity from attending to his business.”  The committee 

regretted his misfortune but expressed “satisfaction that so conspicuous a proof of 

the usefulness of our institution” would go to an “individual so amiable in 

private life & so distinguished in his profession.”56     

The economy had been devastated with the recession of 1819, which  

depressed American business until at least 1822.57    Professional musicians were 

quickly affected by financial collapse; their offerings in theaters, concerts, 

lessons, and sheet music were among the first nonessential expenses given up by 

households.  Other music societies also expressed part of their purpose to be a 

safety net for marginally solvent musicians in hard times.  The New York St. 

Cecilia Society moved “toward forming a Fund for affording relief to such 

Members of the Society as are Professors of Music...who shall by misfortune 

become indigent” in 1797, just as the national economy was experiencing one of 

its first downturns.58    It is not evident how successful the New York organization 

was in supplying relief in the late 1790s, but it was not available to musicians 

by 1821.  Musician Richard Hough of New York addressed John Rowe Parker in 

the editor’s capacity as a booster of music societies in 1821.  Hough made a direct 

link between societies and financial relief by pointing out that “I have tryed [sic] 

55 “Minutes of the Joint Board of Officers,” January 7, and April 18,1820, Papers of the Music Fund 
Society, Rare Book Room, Van Pelt Library, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.
56 “Minutes of Joint Board of Officers,”  July 1, 1823.
57 cite Panic of 1819 article
58  Constitution and Bye Laws of the New-York St. Cecilia Society,  New York, 1797, 3-4.



hard to get up a society in this place similar to the one in Boston but the people 

hear [sic] are all selfish each one for himself, and generally they are stupid as it 

respects a Bankrupt Law.”  These statements suggest that competition among 

musicians in America’s largest city remained keen even in disastrous markets, 

when musicians might be desperate to stave off creditors.  The first federal 

legislation to deal with bankruptcy, the Bankruptcy Act of 1800, a belated 

reaction to the speculative land collapse of 1797, applied only to elite 

commercial debtors.  It gave no relief to poor musicians, being, as one economic 

historian has called it, “a last expression of a dying Federalist order, even as it 

embraced the thoroughly modern concept of economic risk.”59    Richard Hough 

was particularly enthusiastic about forming a musical society for financial help 

since “as I am situated I can just support my family and I feel thankful for 

that.”60  

Other rules of the Philadelphia society were that “no nomination of a 

female professor be received without a written certificate from some lady of 

established character in this city.”  This must have been intended for women 

unknown to members, since several daughters and wives were listed among the 

original sixty-eight professionals.61   However, several of the ladies appear to have 

resigned the following year after “vague and uncertain” attendance.  These 

desertions were addressed by the Committee on Vocal and Instrumental 

Reinforcement in January, 1822 where it was admitted that “there were seven 

ladies...whose attendance was considered as certain” and whose singing was 
59 Bruce Mann emphasizes the mediated nature of the 1800 Bankruptcy  Act, straddling eighteenth-
century mercantile values of reputation as well as newer commercial expediencies.  Elite prerogative and 
moral obligation figured prominently, although the latter more rhetorically than actually.  Not until the 
Bankruptcy Act of 1841 would universal federal protection become available. Mann, Republic of Debtors, 
258.
60 Richard Hough folder, letter of November 13, 1821, JRPP. 
61 These were Miss Blaney, Mrs. DeLuce, Mrs. Gilles, Miss Eliza Laforque, Miss Caroline Schetky, and Miss 
Henrietta Taws.  List of Professional Members, Papers of the Music Fund Society.



thought “substantial, and in some instances in a very superior style.”  However, 

during the “present winter...resignations, absence, suspension of vocal exertions 

through indisposition, has reduced the number to only two.”  Over the ensuing 

years, these and other shortcomings in personnel were rectified by inviting 

amateur, and hiring nonmember, vocalists and instrumentalists to assist.  In 

1824, the large sum of $150 was voted to attract vocalists, and word of the 

society’s desperation must have spread.  However, when member Benjamin 

Cross “reported that Mr. Pearman would sing for the Soc’t for a compensation of 

$100...his engagement was declined by Mr. C.”  Another musician from 

Baltimore had also been solicited for his required fee, but the board decided that 

“it was not in their power to accede” to the price of $130.  While these sums may 

have been intended as indirect refusals, the music directors nonetheless 

appropriated an additional fifty dollars, perhaps to adjust for unanticipated 

inflation.62    

Also mentioned in the earliest entries was a committment by the Society 

“to the elevation of instrumental music with vocal.”  Their first concert did not 

take place until April, 1821 where “a Grand Selection of Instrumental Music, 

interspersed with Glees & Choruses” was performed.  They had intended to 

perform Haydn’s Creation but the instrumental music could not be obtained in 

time from Baltimore, New York, or Boston.  The music was finally loaned to them 

by the United Brethren of Bethlehem.  It appears that the society had to rely on 

considerable goodwill from the Germans “as the trumpet parts of Creation 

belonging to the good people of Bethlehem and duplicate part to Chaos...have 

been lost.”  It was ordered that new copies be made and “that any injury 

62 “Minutes of the Joint Board of Officers,” Novermber 15, 1820, Papers of the Music Fund Society; 
“Minutes of the Board of Directors of Music,” January 4, 1822;  March 2 and 7, 1824, Papers of the Music 
Fund Society.



sustained by instruments borrowed be repaired and that they be returned.”  

While Creation was then performed repeatedly, the society soon was 

communicating with the Handel and Haydn Society of New York to obtain music 

for Beethoven’s Mount of Olives, with a Mr. Peters in Leipzig for “Overtures & 

Sinfonias,” and prepared Handel’s Serenata of Acis & Galatea.  They allocated 

funds for a “sett of trombones,”  “a pair of excellent kettle drums,” “two horns, 

two trumpets, one bassoon and instruction books.”  The music directors also 

instituted fines for “any performing member refusing or neglecting to perform 

the parts assigned to him or for leaving his desk during any of the practisings, 

joint rehearsals or Concerts.”  Under orchestral regulations in 1826 the music 

directors established that “[t]he instruments shall as far as practicable be tuned 

before they are brought into the orchestra and all unnecessary tuning and 

preludising shall be avoided.”63    

Besides healthcare and a guild-like safety net for impecunious 

professionals, the Musical Fund Society of Philadelphia made the establishment 

of a music academy a priority, which “owing to the progressive decay of our 

orchestra, has become almost necessary to our existence.”  The society originally 

used Carpenter’s Hall for rehearsals and Washington Hall for performances.  

After Washington Hall was destroyed some time before mid-1823, presumably 

by fire, the Society held performances at St. Andrew’s Church and the theater.  

The construction of an Academy of Music was begun in May, 1824 and finished 

by December 24th of that year.  The Board of Directors of Music divided 

performance preparations among three vocal conductors and three instrumental 

conductors.  The cost of life subscriptions for professors of music was increased 

63 “Minutes of the Joint Board of Officers,” Novermber 15, 1820; May 3, 1823; Papers of the Music Fund 
Society.  “Minutes of the Board of Directors of Music,” April 6, 1821; June 12, 1822; October 3, 1820; 
February 12, 16, 1821; April 7, 1824; January 7, 1826; Papers of the Music Fund Society.



from fifty to seventy-five dollars, and the society ordered two double basses built 

by a Mr. Caslin “provided he will take a life subscription in part payment 

thereof.”  The Academy was officially opened for sessions in September, 1825.  

Among its rules and regulations was that pupils had to sign up for at least a year, 

divided into four sessions.  Pupils “sufficiently advanced...shall assist in giving 

instruction to the younger pupils” but such duties “shall not detain them beyond 

the hours of their regular attendance.”  Pupils were required to attend rehearsals 

of the orchestra and to perform with it when “sufficiently advanced.”  The “great 

expense and difficulty of acquiring instruction in the performance of those 

instruments” was justified because of “the many embarrassments to which we 

were subjected in consequence of their neglect....”  In the first year, the Academy 

had fifteen students in woodwinds and horns and twelve students in stringed 

instruments.  Although the Academy began strongly, it closed its doors in 1833, 

reportedly because of the loss of some of the senior members of the organization.  

However, the needs of the orchestra appear to have been met through private 

instruction.64  

Fashioning Exclusivity

Some of the most significant policies of the Musical Fund Society were 

intended to eliminate lower social orders from attending concerts.  At a 

September, 1823 meeting, members considered limiting tickets by directing 

that “none but the members and the Ladies introduced by them be admitted.”  

The reasoning behind limiting sales was “the increased attraction which the 

concerts would possess by the adoption of this exclusive plan.”  In the spring of 

1824, the rector and vestrymen of St. Andrew’s Church allowed the Musical 

64  “Minutes of the Board of Directors of Music,”  May 3, 1825, September 19, 1823, October 6, 1823, 
April1, 1824, May 4, 1824, April 5, 1825, Papers of the Music Fund Society.  Robert A. Gerson , Music in 
Philadelphia, (Philadelphia: Theodore Presser Co. 1940), 57, 64.



Fund Society to use their vestry for an oratorio performance with the stipulation 

that ticket sales be limited to 1200.  At the same time, when the society planned 

a concert at the theater, they directed that the “box sheet at the Theatre to be 

opened on Monday morning, that members & ladies tickets be taken...at its 

established prices.”  Theater tickets in the early 1820s normally adhered to the 

old price scheme of the 1790s with box seats at one dollar, pit seats seventy-five 

cents, and the gallery fifty cents.  Two days later, the directors changed their 

policy, making all tickets one dollar “without distinction as regards pit & boxes” 

and “that the gallery be closed.”    Therefore, the directors were making no cheap 

seats available and privileging membership in the society.  At the same time, 

the society raised its price for an amateur life subscription from twenty-five to 

fifty dollars.  

In his influential essay “The Sacralization of Culture,” historian Lawrence 

Levine traced the growing isolation of European opera in America in the latter 

third of the nineteenth century as the preserve of the elite.  He pointed out that, 

with increasing frequency, “opera in America meant foreign-language opera 

performed in opera houses like the Academy of Music and the Metropolitan Opera 

house, which were deeply influenced if not controlled by wealthy patrons whose 

impresarios and conductors strove to keep the opera they presented free from the 

influence of other genres and groups.”  Opera had been a popular art form in the 

1850s and 1860s, attended and enjoyed by a broad spectrum of American 

society.  Not only were “parlor songs sung in the opera house but operatic songs 

were sung in the parlor” and “the people who performed it in their parlors felt as 

free to pencil in alterations to the music of Mozart and Verdi as they did to the 

music of Stephen Foster.”65   In the records of the Musical Fund Society in 

65 Levine, High Brow, Low Brow, 102, 96.



Philadelphia, the same impetus to exclusivity appears much earlier.  While the 

Society’s Music Academy was not long-lived, the Society itself was, and music 

academies were permanently established in Philadelphia, New York, and Boston 

within two decades of   the demise of the original model in Philadelphia. Levine 

saw contrived exclusivity at theaters as a later nineteenth-century development 

but screening for taste was occurring much earlier under different 

circumstances.  It may be more accurate to see this impulse as cyclical, an 

inherent feature of class formation that repeatedly seeks to shape performance to 

allow privilege to replicate itself.  Laboring classes in Federal era theaters were as 

anxious to denounce appearances of gentility as elites were to appropriate it.  

Similarly, as many in the listening public had rejected the professional 

immigrant musicians’ programs for music education through performance, the 

musicians were only too happy to fashion a venue where it would be appreciated 

on their own terms.



APPENDIX A  

Table A 1. Frequency of named tunes and associated Psalms 
in Samuel Sewall’s Diary, 1709-1724

     43   TOTAL

90; 147; 45; 73       4 Unnamed
       1 Oxford
       1 High Dutch

84; 122; 116       4 Litchfield
26; 111; 68; 116; 90       5

128; 20; 121; 113       8 York
141; 23 & 18; 115; 127 & 28; 23-26, 73; 115       8 St. David’s

 Low Dutch

68; 119 & 34; 27; 113; 132; 13 & 90;  27; 119; 45     12 Winsor
 PSALMS  USED  ON  DIFFERENT  OCCASIONSEVENTS    TUNE

Table A.2  Locations of Psalm-singing Events 
in Samuel Sewall’s Diary 1709-1724

        7 (22%) Number of events where confusion affected singing

                    32 TOTAL NUMBER OF EVENTS

                       1 Harvard overseers’ meeting

                       1 Private prayer meeting

                       1 House-raising

                       2 Dinner

                       3 General Court / Governor’s Council  

                       9 Wedding

                     15 Church meeting/ lecture

           
FREQUENCY                                        OCCASION



APPENDIX B
List of Regular Singing Tracts in Chronological Order Advocating Regular Singing

Symmes, Thomas  1720 Boston  The Reasonableness of Regular Singing, or, 
Singing by Note; To Revive the true and Ancient Mode of Singing Psalm-

          Tunes, according to the Pattern in our New-England Psalm-Books; the 
          Knowledge and Practice of which is greatly decay’d in most 
Congregations

Mather, Cotton  Boston, 1721 The Accomplished Singer...How the Melody of 
         Regular Singing, and the Skill of doing it, according to the rule of it, may 
be easily arrived unto

Mather, Cotton Boston, 1721  Singing Sermon (unpublished sermon on singing)

Symmes, Thomas 1722  Discourse  

Walter, Thomas 1722 Boston  The Sweet Psalmist of Israel.  A Sermon 
Preached at the Lecture held in Boston, by the Society for promoting 
Regular and Good Singing, and for reforming the Depravations and 
Debasements our Psalmody labours under

Rowe, J  1722   Singing of Psalms by Seven constituted Sounds, Opened and 
          Explained, on the Occasion of Differences in many congregations, with 
          Reference to the Old and New Way of Singing Psalms. Composed by a 
          council of Divines and Musicians, chosen for the mediate the Matter, 

and make Means to reconcile the Differences

Symmes, Thomas 1723 Boston  Utile Dulci. Or Joco-Serious Dialogue, 
concerning Regular Singing

Thacher, Peter, John Danforth, and Samuel Danforth  1723  Boston  An 
Essay Preached by several Ministers of the Gospel For the Satisfaction 
of their pious and Consciencious Brethren, as tot sundry Questions and 
Cases of Conscience, Concerning the Singing of Psalms

Mather, Cotton 1724 Boston A Pacificatory Letter About Psalmody, or 
Singing or Psalms

Dwight, Josiah 1725 Boston  An Essay to Silence the Outcry That has been 
made in some Places against Regular Singing.  In a Sermon Preached at 

          Framingham

Eliot, John 1725   Boston  A Brief Discourse Concerning Regular Singing, 
          Shewing from the Scriptures, The Necessity And Incumbency thereof In 
          The Worship of God



Wightman, Valentine 1725   A Letter to the Elders

Mather, Cotton 1726 Boston  Ratio Disciplinae Fratrum Nov-Anglorum. A 
Faithful Account of the Discipline Professed and Practiced in the 
Churches in New England

Woodbridge, Timothy 1727   New London, Connecticut  Duty of GOD’S 
Professing People 

Chauncey, Nathaniel 1728 New London, Connecticut  Regular Singing 
          Defended, And Proved to be the Only True Way of Singing the Songs of 

the Lord

Hammett, John 1739  Promiscuous Singing No Divine Institution. Having 
          neither President nor Precept to support it, either from the Musical
          Institution of David, or from the Gospel Dispensations

Seccombe, 1741  Essay  

Noble, Oliver 1774 Newburyport, Sermon: Regular and Skilful Music

APPENDIX F

Example 3. MODERN MUSIC by William Billings, The Psalm-Singers Amusement  
(1781)  M.M.= metronome markings; bracketed comments are by editor Karl 
Kroeger

N.B. After the Audience are seated and the Performers have taken 
the pitch slyly from the Leader the Song begins

[tempo begins at 60 M.M., 2/2 time, in key of E]
We are met for a Concert of modern Invention; 
To tickle the Ear is our present Intention.
The audience are seated Expecting to be treated 
With a Piece of the Best
And since we all agree To set the Tune on E
The Author’s darling Key He prefers to the Rest

[fuging section each part staggered by two beats, the parts reunited at the end]
-Let the Bass take the Lead And firmly proceed, Till the Parts are 

agreed  To fuge away, To Fuge away.
-Let the Tenor succeed And follow the Lead, Till the Parts are agreed 



To fuge away.
-Let the counter inspire The Rest of the Choir, Inflam’d with Desire 
To fuge away.
-Let the Treble in the Rear No longer forbear, But expressly declare 
For a Fuge away

[tempo doubles to 120 M.M., time switches to 2/4]
Then change to brisker Time And up the Ladder climb,
And down again; Then mount the second Time And end the Strain

[tempo changes back to 60 M.M., time changes to 3/2, key changes to E minor]
Then change the Key to pensive Tones and slow In treble Time;
the Notes exceeing low Keep down a While, then rise by slowDegrees;
The Process surely will not fail to please.

[temp changes to 80 M.M., time changes to 6/4, key reverts to E major]
Thro’ Common and Treble we jointly have run; 
We’ll give you their Essence compounded in one.
Altho’ we are strongly attached’d to the Rest, 
Six four is the Movement that please us best, 
and now we address you as Friends to the Cause;
Performers are modest and write their own Laws.
Altho’ we are sanguine and clap at the Bars,
Tis the Part of the Hearers to clap their Applause.

APPENDIX G

Table G 1. Proportion of American to Non-American Compositions 
Found in American Sacred Editions, 1760-181066   

(% of American to Non-American pieces)

1760-1769,      3/88   
1770-1779,    17/80
1780-1789,    50/47              
1790-1799,    55/41                
1800-1810,    55/41

Five-year breakdown of last decade

1800-1805,    67/30                                                                     
1806-1810,    44/51

66  Adapted from Tables 1 and 2 in “ ‘Ancient Music’ and American Psalmody, 1800-1810”, in Crawford et 
al. eds., A  Celebration of American Music, (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press,  1990), 227, 229;   
The percentage short of 100 are unidentified compositions.



APPENDIX I

Table I 1. Theater Building in the Early Republic

1809 New Circus, Walnut Street, Olympic Theater
1795Rickett’s Circus
1794Chestnut or New Theater
1766Southwark Theater
1798Park or New Theater
1797Greenwich Street Circus
1767John Street Theater
1796Haymarket Theater
1794Federal Street Theater
1792New Exhibition Room

Philadelphia

New York

Boston

APPENDIX J

Theater Musicians’ Salaries
Weekly Expenses for the Band at the Federal Street Theater in Boston for 1796-9767  

Mr. [R.] Leaumont, Conductor [Violinist] $14
Mr. Scavoye    14
Mr. Brook[e]    12
Mr. Muck    12
Mr. [William] Priest [English bassoonist]    12
Mr. Austin    10
Mr. Stone [English flutist, oboist, etc.]    10
Mr. [Johann Georg Christoff] Schetky [German-born
        violinist, etc. from Edinburgh]    10
Mr. [Frederick] Granger    10
Mr. [B.] Glaan    10
Mr. Anderson [Clarinetist]    10
Mr. [Henry] L’Epouse    10
Mr. Layerne    10
Mr. [Louis] Boullay [French violinist, etc.]    15
Mr. [Trille] Labarre, Composer    16

           $175

67  Figures from John Alden, “A Season in Federal Street: J.B. Williamson and the Boston Theatre, 1796-
1797”, offprint from Proceedings of the American Antiquarian Society, April, 1955: 33.



Estimated Musicians Expenses for the Park Street Theater, 1798-179968 

Mr. [James] Hewitt, 1st violin  leader $14
Everdel               do
Nicolai      2nd violin
Samo                    do
Henri           1st clarinet
Libichiski   2nd  do
Pelesier, [Victor]       1st horn
Dupuy                          2nd  do
Nicolai Junr    bass
Adet                      do
Hoffman         bassoon
Dangle           double bass [Total for orchestra]       $140

APPENDIX M

Washington Irving’s Concert Review
As Anthony Evergreen, Salmagundi, 1805

Talking of concerts reminds me of that given a few nights since by Mr. 

Wilson,69   at which I had the misfortune of being present.  It was attended by a 

numerous company, and gave great satisfaction, if I may be allowed to judge 

from the frequent gapings of the audience; though I will not risk my credit as a 

connoisseur, by saying whether they proceeded from wonder, or a violent 

inclination to doze.  I was delighted to find, in the mazes of the crowd, my 

particular friend Snivers, who had put on his cognoscenti phiz - he being, 

according to is own account, a profound adept in the science of musick.  He can 

68 Entry for 11/16/1798 from Diary of William Dunlap, Vol. !, Collections of the New York Historical Society, 
Volume LXll: 267-268. 
69  Probably Joseph Wilson (or Willson), a British singer, musician, teacher, organist, and music publisher 
who had arrived in the late1790’s.  He lived in New York and served as organist at Trinity Church from 1804 
to 1809.  He came to rival John Paff as New York’s leading music publisher between 1812 and 1816.  He 
eventually moved to Roxbury, Massachusetts to play organ in a local church in the 1820’s.  Richard J. 
Wolfe, Early American Music Engraving and Printing, 54-55.



tell a crotchet70  at first sight, and, like a true englishman, is delighted with the 

plumpudding rotundity of a semibreve;71  and, in short, boasts of having 

incontinently climbed up Paff’s72   musical tree, which hangs every day upon the 

poplar, from the fundamental-concord, to the fundamental major-discord, and so 

on from branch to branch, until he reached the very top, where he sung “Rule 

Britannia,” clapped his wings, and then - came down again.  Like all true 

transatlantick judges, he suffers most horribly at our musical entertainments; 

and he assures me that what with the confounded scraping, and scratching, and 

grating of our fiddlers, he thinks the sitting out one of our concerts tantamount 

to the punishment of that unfortunate saint, who was frittered in two with a 

hand-saw.

Mr. Wilson gave me infinite satisfaction by the gentility of his 

demeanour...On the whole, however, I think he has a fine voice, sings with great 

taste, and is a very modest good-looking little man; but I beg leave to repeat the 

advice so often given by the illustrious tenants of the theatrical sky-parlour, to 

the gentlemen who are charged with the “nice conduct” of chairs and tables - 

“make a bow Johnny - Johnny make a bow!”73

I cannot, on this occasion, but express my surprise that certain amateurs 

should be so frequently at concerts, considering what agonies they suffer while a 

piece of musick is playing.  I defy any man of common humanity, and who has 

not the heart of a Choctaw, to contemplate the countenance of one of these 

unhappy victims of a fiddle-stick without feeling a sentiment of 

compassion...Nor does the hero of the orchestra seem less affected: as soon as the 

signal is given, he seizes his fiddle-stick, makes a most horrible grimace, scowls 

fiercely upon his musick-book, and grins every little trembling crotchet and 

quaver74 out of countenance.  I have sometimes particularly noticed a hungry 

70 crotchet (English) = quarter note (American)

71 semibreve = whole note, also perhaps implying a slow pace.

72 John and Michael Paff, New York’s leading music supply house and sheet music publishers between 
1798-1810.  
73 I.e., the gallery gods shouting at stage hands who changed sets; theater carpenters were 
generically called “John” or “Johnny”.  Porter, With an Air Debonair, 118.

74 quaver = eighth note



looking gaul, who torments a huge bass-viol75 , and who is doubtless the original 

of the famous “Raw-head-and-bloody-bones,” so potent in frightening naughty 

children.

The person who played the french horn was very excellent in his way, but 

Snivers could not relish his performance, having sometime since heard a 

gentleman amateur in Gotham play a solo on his proboscis, or nozzle, in a style 

infinitely superior....76  

APPENDIX S

Table S 1. Provenance of Two Psalm Styles in Rev. Samuel Gilman’s 
Memoirs of a New England Village Choir

Jeremian Ingalls

British?

British
British
British
British
British
British
British

St. Sebastian’s
1782 Am.92Oliver BrownsonVirginia
1785 Am. 65Daniel ReadWindham

161Israel HoldroydWells
90anon.Bath

227anon.Old Hundred
55anon.Habakkuk

121anon.Mear
135anon.Little Marlboro
138William Tans’urSt. Martin’s

1778 Am.44Amos BullPsalm 46
Northfield

1796 Am.52Jeremian IngallsNew Jerusalem
1785 Am.51Timothy SwanRainbow
1786 Am.68

  1st Printing /Am. or Brit.No. of PrintingsComposerTune
Daniel Read          Russia

75 Perhaps Mon. Dangle, the French bass viol player who gave William Dunlap’s son French lessons and 
dined at his house in February, 1798. William Dunlap Diaries, Collections of the New York Historical 
Society, Vol. 62.

76 Anthony Evergreen (Washington Irving), Salmagundi, Iss. 2, Feb. 4, 1805: 28-30.


